
IMPROVED ESTIMATES ON THE EXISTENCE OFINVARIANT TORI FOR HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMSAlessandra Celletti(1), Antonio Giorgilli(2), Ugo Locatelli(3)(1) Dipartimento di Matematica, Universit�a di L'Aquila, 67100{L'Aquila (Italy)(2) Dipartimento di Fisica, Universit�a di Milano, Via Celoria 16, 20133{Milano (Italy)(3) Observatoire de Nice, BP 4229, F{06304 Nice Cedex 4 (France)Abstract. The existence of invariant tori in nearly{integrable Hamiltonian systems is investi-gated. We focus our attention on a particular one{dimensional, time{dependent model, known asthe forced pendulum. We present a KAM algorithm which allows us to derive explicit estimateson the perturbing parameter ensuring the existence of invariant tori. Moreover, we introduce sometechnical novelties in the proof of KAM theorem which allow us to provide results in good agree-ment with the experimental break{down threshold. In particular, we have been able to prove theexistence of the golden torus with frequency p5�12 for values of the perturbing parameter equalto 92% of the numerical threshold, thus signi�cantly improving the previous calculations.1. IntroductionWe investigate the existence of invariant surfaces in nearly{integrable Hamiltoniansystems. As is well known, the existence of such surfaces is stated by the so{called KAMtheory ([25], [1] and [28]). However, the original versions of the theorems provide estimateson the size of the perturbing parameter which are quite far from reality (i.e., from theexperimental or physical values). As an application, unrealistic estimates were obtained byM. H�enon[24] in the framework of the restricted three body problem, where the perturbingparameter represents the Jupiter{Sun mass{ratio and can be compared with the physicalvalue. Recently, many e�orts have been performed to obtain estimates close to the break{down threshold. In particular, computer assisted KAM proofs have been implementedin [7], [8] on a simple mathematical model, known as the periodically forced pendulum,9{6{1999



2 Improved estimates: : :described by the Hamiltonian function(1) H(x; y; t) = y2=2 + " [cosx + cos(x � t)] ;where y 2 R, (x; t) 2 T2 � (R=2�Z)2 and " is a positive (small) parameter. In [8] theexistence of the torus with frequency equal to the golden ratio p5�12 has been proved forany " � 0:019, whereas the critical break{down value (obtained applying, e.g., Greene'smethod, see [21] and [22]) amounts to(2) "c(p5� 12 ) ' 0:0275856 :Therefore the rigorous result of [8] is in agreement of the 70% with the numerical expec-tation. Within discrete setting, the existence of the golden curve for the standard mappingwas proved for values of the perturbing parameter equal to 86% of the numerical guessprovided by Greene's method (see [8]).Applications to mathematical models of physical interest have been developed in [5],[6], [9]; in particular, the spin{orbit coupling in Celestial Mechanics and a restricted three{body model have been investigated, providing estimates in agreement with the astronomicalobservations in the former case and less than the actual mass-ratio in the latter case.In the present paper we implement a computer{assisted algorithm improving signi�-cantly the rigorous estimates on the existence of invariant tori. The mathematical settinghas been already presented in [26], [27] and is based on classical series expansions, whileprevious results (see, e.g., [7], [8]) used superconvergent techniques. As an application,we consider the periodically forced pendulum (1). The improvement with respect to theprevious results is quite signi�cant, being able to prove the existence of the golden torusfor values of the perturbing parameter in agreement within 92% of the numerical break{down threshold. The above result has been obtained using a computer{assisted techniquein 79 hours of CPU{time on a modern computer (?). Nevertheless, we stress that our resultdepends very weakly on the progress of the computers: for instance, we could prove theexistence of the golden torus for values of " equal to 90% of Greene's value, using about5 hours of CPU{time. Moreover, we will show that we can guess in a short time the bestrigorous result which can be achieved by means of the application of our method.We briey recall the main ideas of the algorithm implemented in this paper, referringto [26], [27] and [19] for further details. Consider the Thirring model[29], i.e. a system ofweakly perturbed rotators described by the Hamiltonian function H(p; q) = � � p+ J�1p �p + "f(q) , where (p; q) 2 Rn � Tn are action{angle coordinates, J is the matrix of themoments of inertia and f is a trigonometric polynomial of degree K.The strategy is based on the transformation in Kolmogorov normal form of the orig-inal Hamiltonian; this is obtained by means of a sequence of canonical transformations(?) Hereafter, all informations about the CPU{time are referred to an AlphaServer8200/440 EV5 with 4 Gb of RAM. 9{6{1999



Celletti, A., Giorgilli, A. and Locatelli, U. 3expressed in terms of Lie series. Iterating the algorithm, after r � 1 steps one is led toconsider an Hamiltonian(3) H(r) = ! � p+ r�1Xs=0 "sh(s)(p; q) +Xs�r "sf (r;s)(p; q) ;where h(s) and f (r;s) are trigonometric polynomials of degree sK , h(s) are quadraticfunctions of p and f (r;s) are at most quadratic. Let ~hr = Pr�1s=0 "sh(s) and ~f (j)r =P(j+1)r�1s=jr "s�jrf (r;s) ; then we can rewrite (3) as(4) H(r) = ! � p+ ~hr(p; q) + 1Xj=1("r)j ~f (j)r (p; q) ;where the functions ~hr and ~f (j)r are trigonometric polynomials of degree rK and jrK ,respectively. By applying KAM theorem in the style of [19], under the assumption that �is a diophantine frequency, we get (y) a condition similar to the following one:(5) "rr� < "� ;with positive � . This example shows that it is very useful to iterate the algorithm as longas possible, since the estimate on the perturbing parameter is a monotonically increasingfunction of r.Our algorithm is based on the application of the following strategy:(i) Formal algorithm: Let H(r) be the sequence of Hamiltonians obtained through canon-ical transformations: calculate explicitely (up to a given order RI) the truncated ex-pansions for H(1), H(2), : : :, H(RI) and for all the generating functions of the Lieseries.(ii) Iteration of the estimates: Provide recursive inequalities, estimating the functions in-volved in the expansion (3) corresponding to the Hamiltonian H(RII) for a (large)suitable order RII.(iii) Application of KAM theorem: Apply a KAM condition, ensuring the convergence ofthe algorithm for an in�nite order of normalization.It is worth stressing that point (ii) is actually performed up to RII � RI: in our compu-tations we took RI = 108 and RII = 65535. We will discuss in detail the dependence ofour algorithm on the parameters RI and RII.We remark that our method provides a lower bound on the Lindstedt radius, whichis actually di�erent (usually smaller than) the break{down threshold. More precisely, ananalytic torus with frequency ! is invariant for the Hamiltonian (1), if there exists an(y) Actually the Hamiltonian formula (4) is not of the same type of the Thirring model;however the proof presented in [19] can be easily adapted to this case.9{6{1999



4 Improved estimates: : :analytic conjugating function u : T2 7! T satisfying(6) D2u(#; t) � "[sin(u(#; t) + #) + sin(u(#; t) + # + t)] = 0 ;where D � !@# + @t . The break{down threshold, say "c(!), is de�ned as the supremumover the values of " such that (6) is satis�ed for any analytic function u . Equation (6) canbe studied perturbatively by expanding u in Fourier{Taylor series as(7) u(#; t; ") = 1Xn=1un(#; t)"n = 1Xn=1 Xk2Z2 ûn;k exp(ik � (#; t))"n :We refer to (7) as the Lindstedt series. The Lindstedt radius is de�ned as(8) %(!) = inf(#;t)2T2�lim supn!1 jun(#; t)j1=n��1 :One immediately gets %(!) � "c(!) (examples for which %(!) < "c(!) are provided in [3]).A proof of the convergence of the Lindstedt series for invariant KAM tori can be foundin [12], [13], [14], [15] and references therein. The equivalence between the expansions ofthe Lindstedt series and that provided by the Lie series leading to the Kolmogorov normalform is shown in [19]. In (ii) we derive estimates on the Taylor coe�cients of the seriesexpansion in ", namely we compute sup(#;t)2T2 jun(#; t)j as in (8). Therefore our estimateon " cannot be bigger than the Lindstedt radius %(!) . However it is expected that for theforced pendulum %(p5�12 ) = "c(p5�12 ) (see [4], where numerical evidence of the previousequality is provided for the standard map). Recent numerical results for the computationof the break{down threshold using renormalization techniques have been developed in [10],[11], [20].We conclude this introduction by mentioning that in view of the results obtained in [8]for continuous and discrete systems, the application of our algorithm to the standardmapping would likely provide results which are probably extremely close to the numericalexpectations. It would be also interesting to apply our algorithm to mathematical modelsof physical interest, like the restricted three body problem, for which the existing estimates([9]) are still far from the astronomical observations. We defer this projects to later studies.This paper is organized as follows. The description of the algorithm is presented in x2.The dependency on the parameters RI ; RII is discussed in x3. Conclusions are drawn inx4. Technical details are collected in the appendixes.Acknowledgements. We are indebted with J.M. Petit and P. Wittwer for givingus useful suggestions on the numerical part. This work is part of the research program ofthe European Network on: \Stability and Universality in Classical Mechanics", # ERB{CHRX{CT94{0460. During the preparation of this paper, one of the authors (U.L.) hasbeen supported by grant CE # ERB{FMBI{CT95{0316. This work has been performedusing the computing facilities provided by the program \Simulations Interactives et Visu-alisation en Astronomie et M�ecanique (SIVAM)".9{6{1999



Celletti, A., Giorgilli, A. and Locatelli, U. 52. Description of the computer{assisted proofIn this section we present in detail how to perform steps (i){(iii) discussed in theIntroduction.2.1 Formal algorithmIn order to use the formalism of the autonomous canonical transformations, let usextend the phase space by introducing the canonically conjugated variables (p2; q2), whereq2 = t . Replacing (y; x) with (p1 + !; q1) , Hamiltonian (1) becomes(9) H(0)(p; q) = !p1 + p2 + p21=2 + " [cos q1 + cos(q1 � q2)] ;where (p1; p2) 2 R2, (q1; q2) 2 T2, ! is a �xed frequency and we neglected an unessentialadditive constant. Following [25] (see also [2], [18] and [29]), we perform a sequence ofcanonical changes of variables transforming the original Hamiltonian in Kolmogorov normalform as(10) H(1)(p; q) = !p1 + p2 +R(p1; q) ;where R = O(p21). Obviously the torus fp = 0g is invariant for H(1) and the angularfrequencies of the motion are constant: _q1 = ! and _q2 = 1 .Let us introduce some further notation in order to describe the iterative algorithmleading to the Kolmogorov normal form. For any k 2 Z2, let jkj = maxj jkj j . We denoteby Pl;s the set of functions which are monomials of degree l in p1 and trigonometricpolynomials of degree s . Then we can expand g 2 Pl;s as(11) g(p1; q) = Xjkj�s ck pl1 exp(ik � q) :We proceed by induction on the order r of normalization. Suppose that we have performedr � 1 normalization steps and write the transformed Hamiltonian as(12) H(r�1)(p; q) = !p1 + p2 + r�1Xs=0 "sh(s)(p1; q) + 1Xs=r 2Xl=0 "sf (r�1;s)l (p1; q) ;where h(s) 2 P2;s and f (r�1;s)l 2 Pl;s . The fact that functions h(s) and f (r�1;s)l are indepen-dent of p2 is a consequence of the algorithm. Notice that for r = 1 , the above Hamiltonianreduces to (9). The new Hamiltonian is obtained from the old one by the application of9{6{1999



6 Improved estimates: : :two Lie series (z)(13) H(r) � exp�"rL�(r)2 �hexp�"rL�(r)1 � H(r�1)i ;where �(r)2 and �(r)1 are determined so that the termsO("r) inH(r) are quadratic functionsof p1 . More precisely, we set �(r)1 (q) = X(r)(q) + �(r)q1 , where X(r) 2 P0;r and �(r) 2 Rare solutions of(14) �! @@q1 + @@q2�X(r)(q) + f (r�1;r)0 (q) = 0 ;f�(r)q1; h(0)(p1)g + hf (r�1;r)1 i = 0 ;here we denoted by h�i the average over the angle variables. The generating function �(r)2 2P1;r is determined as the solution of the equation(15) �! @@q1 + @@q2��(r)2 (p1; q) + LX(r)h(0)(p1) + f (r�1;r)1 (p1; q) � hf (r�1;r)1 i = 0 :The expression of the Hamiltonian after the application of the �rst Lie series becomes(16) exp�"rL�(r)1 �H(r�1) = !p1 + p2 + r�1Xs=0 "sh(s)(p1; q) + 1Xs=r 2Xl=0 "sf̂ (r;s)l (p1; q) ;where the recursive equations providing f̂ (r;s)l 2 Pl;s in terms of �(r)1 , h(s), f (r�1;s)l canbe easily derived taking all terms having the same order in " and the same degree inp1 . We collect the recursive formul� in appendix B. For simplicity of notation we do notdistinguish anymore between old and new coordinates.Analogously, after the application of the second Lie series(17) H(r)(p; q) = !p1 + p2 + rXs=0 "sh(s)(p1; q) + 1Xs=r+1 2Xl=0 "sf (r;s)l (p1; q) :The explicit expressions for h(r) 2 P2;r and f (r;s)l 2 Pl;s in terms of �(r)2 and of thefunctions appearing in (16) are easily derived (see appendix B). The term h(r) in (17)is the new term of order O("r) appearing in Kolmogorov normal form. The remark thatHamiltonian (17) can be reduced to (12) by substituting r with r + 1 closes the recursiveprocedure.(z) Within the aims of this work, it is su�cient to recall the following elementary no-tions. The ow induced by a generic Hamiltonian � is a near to identity canonicaltransformation. Consider two di�erent coordinates systems, (p; q) and (p0; q0) , such that(p; q) = �"(p0; q0) where �" is the ow at time " of the canonical vector �eld generatedby � . Thus, any function g(p; q) is expressed in terms of the new coordinates (p0; q0) asg0(p0; q0) = exp("L�) g(p; q) = P1j=0 "jj!Lj� g(p; q) , where L�� = f�; �g and f�; �g are thePoisson brackets. An exhaustive review on Lie series can be found, for example, in [23]and [16]. 9{6{1999



Celletti, A., Giorgilli, A. and Locatelli, U. 7The coding of the formal algorithm on computer is the translation in a programminglanguage of the formul� appearing in this section and in appendix B. Therefore we cal-culated up to the order "RI (for a �xed integer RI ) the truncated expansions of H(1),: : :, H(RI). More precisely, using interval arithmetics (see Appendix A) we computed theFourier coe�cients of �(1)1 , �(1)2 , : : :, �(RI)1 , �(RI)2 , h(1), : : :, h(RI) and of f̂ (r;s)l , f (r;s)l with0 � l � 2 , 1 � r � RI and r � s � RI . In our computations we used RI = 108.We stress that the formal algorithm for the general case of a slightly perturbed analyticHamiltonian H(p; q) = H0(p)+ "H1(p; q) in n degrees of freedom is a trivial generalizationof the previous one. Explicit formul� can be found in [18].2.2 Iteration of the estimatesWe want to �nd recursive estimates for the functions h(s), f (r;s)l appearing in (17).Having �xed a positive (hopefully big) integer RII, our aim is to �nd three �nite sequencesfErgRIIr=1 , f�rgRIIr=1 and fargRIIr=1 of positive real numbers satisfying the following inequalities:(18) 8><>: h(s) � Er� 2r a sr 8 0 � s � rf (r;s)l  � Er� lr a sr 8 s � r + 1 e 8 0 � l � 2 :The iteration of the estimates is performed as follows:i) Estimate of the truncations up to the order "RII of the generating functions �(1)1 ,�(1)2 , : : :, �(RII)1 , �(RII)2 and of h(s), f (r;s)l , for 1 � s � RII .ii) Derivation of the upper bounds (18) on the in�nite sequence of terms appearing inthe expansion (17), for 1 � r � RII .Before entering details, let us introduce some notations. For any g 2 Pl;s as in (11), weintroduce the following (�) norm:(19) kgk = Xjkj�s jckj :Moreover, let  > 0 and f�rg1r=1 be a sequence of positive numbers such that(20) min0<jkj�r jk1! + k2j � �r :2.2.1 Estimates on the truncated HamiltoniansStep i) above can be performed as follows. The idea is to replace the equations (14),(15) (as well as (33) and (34) of Appendix B) with recursive inequalities on the norms. Tothis end we substitute the second equation of (14) with(21) (�(r)q1 ; r�1Xs=0 "shh(s)i)+ hf (r�1;r)1 i = 0 :(�) Remark that we avoid considering norms on complex domains. This fact allows us toget better estimates on the KAM threshold.9{6{1999



8 Improved estimates: : :This represents a minor modi�cation of the technical estimates given, e.g., in [18]; howeverthe improvement of the estimates turns out to be signi�cant.The �rst equation (14) and equations (15) and (21) (as well as (33) and (34) ofAppendix B) can be easily reformulated as recursive inequalities by successive applicationsof the following lemmas.Lemma 1: Assume that g 2 Pl;s; then the following inequalities hold:(22) kLX(r) gk � l r X(r) kgk ;  1j!Lj�(r)1 g � � lj��r X(r)+ ����(r)����j kgk ; 1j!Lj�(r)2 g � Qji=1[(l + i� 1)r + s]j! �(r)2 j kgk :Lemma 2: Let ! 2 R n Q ,  > 0 constant and f�rg1r=1 be a sequence of positivenumbers such that condition (20) is satis�ed. Moreover, writingPr�1s=0 "shh(s)i = C(r)p21=2with constant C(r), assume that there exists a positive constant m such that m � ��C(r)�� .Then the following inequalities apply:(23) X(r) � 1�r f (r�1;r)0  ; ����(r)��� � 1m hf (r�1;r)1 i ;�(r)2  � 1�r �f (r�1;r)1 + 2r X(r)h(0)� :We omit the (simple) proofs of the Lemmas.The formal algorithm can be translated into a set of recursive inequalities. This is justmatter of rewriting the recursive formul� of Appendix Creplacing everywhere the normsof the functions and the estimates of Lemmas 1 and 2. The resulting recursive estimatesare reported in Appendix C.2.2.2 Estimates on the in�nite power series expansionsWe now determine the �nite sequencesEr , �r and ar appearing in (18). To this purposewe assume that we have calculated some constants that bound all the functions h(s), f (r;s)l ,X(r), �(r) and �2(r) for r ; s � RII . These constants are to be calculated making use ofthe recursive formul� of Lemma 2 and Appendix C by just replacing the sign � with = .This is an explicit calculation that may be easily implemented on a computer. Then wereduce all these constants to three sequences fErgRIIr=1 , f�rgRIIr=1 and fargRIIr=1 by applyingthe followingLemma 3: Suppose that inequalities (18) are veri�ed by Er�1 , �r�1 and ar�1 ; then thesame inequalities hold to the step r withEr = Êr ; �r = �̂r �1 + r �(r)2 .â rr � ar = âr �1 + r �(r)2 .â rr �1=r ;9{6{1999



Celletti, A., Giorgilli, A. and Locatelli, U. 9where Êr = Er�1 � "1 + 2 �r X(r)+ ���(r)��� �r�1a rr�1 #2�̂r = �r�1�1 + 2(rkX(r)k+j�(r)j)�r�1a rr�1 �âr = ar�1 :Here the quantities kX(r)k, j�(r)j and k�2(r)k are to be replaced by their estimates com-puted as explained at beginning of this section. The proof of Lemma 3 is obtained by adirect application of Lemma 1 to the inequalities reported in Appendix C.We complete the algorithm by determining E1 , �1 and a1 . Computing explicitely the�rst step of the formal algorithm and using the inequalities of Appendix C, one obtains(24) h(1) � �(1)2  ; f (1;s)0  � s � 12 �(1)2 s�2 X(1)2 ;f (1;s)1  � (s� 1)�(1)2 s�1 X(1) ; f (1;s)2  � s + 12 �(1)2 s :Since RII � 1 , a good choice for the parameters E1 , �1 and a1 is provided by(25)E1 = �X(1)��(1)2 �2 RIIe logRII ; �1 = �(1)2 �X(1) ; a1 = R1=RIIII �(1)2  ;where kX(1)k and k�(1)2 k are calculated using the explicit solutions of equations (14)and (15). From (24) and (25), one can easily check that (18) is satis�ed for r = 1 .The whole calculation described above may be easily implemented on a computer upto some order RII , by �rst calculating a table of quantities bounding all the estimatedfunctions and then determining the three sequences fErgRIIr=1 , f�rgRIIr=1 and fargRIIr=1 . Thecomputed values ERII , �RII and aRII will be used in the application of the theorem below.2.3 Statement of KAM theoremIn order to derive an estimate of the perturbing parameter " on the existence ofinvariant tori, we apply the following version of KAM theorem (we refer to [27] for theproof).Theorem 1: Let H(R�1) be the Hamiltonian obtained by H(0) after R� 1 normalizationsteps. Assume the following hypotheses on the series expansion (17) with r = R� 1:a) h(s) 2 P2;s and f (R�1;s)l 2 Pl;s;b) the inequalities (18) are satis�ed with r = R � 1 for given parameters ER�1 , �R�1and aR�1 ;c) ! is a diophantine number, i.e. condition (20) is satis�ed with �r � 1r� , where � � 1 ;d) C(R), de�ned by the relation C(R)p21=2 =PR�1s=0 "shh(s)i , satis�es the following inequal-ities 0 < m0 < m � jC(R)j ;9{6{1999



10 Improved estimates: : :where m0 and m are positive numbers;e) " satis�es the conditions(26) " � 1a0 and ("a0)R1� "a0 � m�m02ER�1�� 2 ;where �� = �R�1e6=R and a0 is given by(27) a0 = aR�1 (Z1 Z2)2=R e3=R22(2�+12)b�l ;with (&) �l = blog2Rc and where the quantities Z1 , Z2 and b�l are de�ned by(28) Z1 = max�1; ER�1�� � ; Z2 = max�1; ER�1�� 2m0 � ; b�l = �l + 22�l�1 :Then, there exists a canonical analytic transformation  transforming H(R�1) in the Kol-mogorov normal form (10), namely H(R�1) �  = H(1).The latter statement is just a reformulation of the KAM theorem, which exploitsthe fact that the Hamiltonian is in normal form up to terms of order O("R) and explicitestimates are available for H(R�1). This is useful in our situation because we actually knowthe required estimates, that have been determined by either explicit construction of thenormal form or by recursive evaluation according to Lemma 3. The �nal achievement isthe determination of the threshold for " via condition (26).2.4 Application to the problem of the forced pendulumNow we describe the application of the theorem to the model (1) for the golden torus.First we performed the explicit construction (as described in section 2.1) up to RI = 108 ;then we iterated the estimates (as described in section 2.2) up to RII = 65535. In orderto apply recursively Lemma 2, we computed the values of �r for 109 < r < 65535 (seede�nition (20)). Concerning the parameter m , we started with m = 1 and we checkedstep by step that condition jC(r)j � m = 1 of Lemma 2, is satis�ed for all " 2 [0; a0]with a0 as in (27). Hence we may �x m = 1 and m0 = 1=2 . Taking the values of E1 , �1and a1 as in (25), the recursive application of Lemma 3 provides E65535 = exp(45:558) ,�65535 = exp(23:398) and a65535 = 38:9447 . Finally, we applied Theorem 1 with R = 65536and the values ER�1 , �R�1 and aR�1 above. Moreover, in view of well known inequalitiesof diophantine theory, we set  = 3�p52 , � = 1 . A straightforward calculation of theexpressions appearing in (26){(28) provides the followingCorollary 2: Consider Hamiltonian (1); if " < "� = 0:025375 , then there exists an invari-ant torus on which a quasiperiodic motion with frequency ! = p5�12 takes place.We emphasize, once again, that all the calculations are made with interval arithmetics.Hence, our result is rigorous in the sense of computer{assisted proofs.(&) Given a real nonnegative number x , we denote by bxc the integer part of x .9{6{1999



Celletti, A., Giorgilli, A. and Locatelli, U. 113. The dependence of the algorithm on RI, RIIThe calculation described in section 2 is rigorous, but time demanding. In this sectionwe explore the possibility of foreseeing the �nal result using the information hidden in thecalculation at �nite values of RI and RII . To this purpose, we �rst try to describe theasymptotic behaviour of the threshold "�RI ;RII with respect to RI and RII , and then tryto �nd a method of extrapolation. The discussion in this section is clearly not rigorous:since we are interested to the qualitative behaviour, the results contained in this sectionare based on numerical experiments (without interval arithmetics).3.1 On the dependency on RIIAs remarked before, a larger value of RII implies a better estimate on "� . Nevertheless,iterating the estimates is time demanding: the CPU{time can be roughly evaluated asproportional to R 2II . Therefore, we are strongly interested to predict in a short time thevalue of the limit threshold "�RI ;1 � limRII!1 "�RI ;RII that can be obtained applying thealgorithm described in the previous sections.To this end, consider the sequence fkh(s)kgs , where for 0 � s � RI we calculatethe norm using the explicit Fourier expansion of h(s) and for RI < s � RII we estimatethe norms by iterating the inequalities described in section 2.2.1 and Appendix C. Theiteration of the estimates turns out to have a very smoothing e�ect: a slight change of theslope of the curve is observed for RI = 108 (Figure 1b), while for s � RI the growth ofkh(s)k seems to be strictly geometric (Figure 1a and 1b). This seems to be typical. Forinstance, a similar behaviour is observed in [26], using a model describing the secular part ofthe Sun{Jupiter{Saturn system. Moreover, applying the root criterion to the estimates ofsection 2.2 we guess "�RI ;1 = lims!1(h(0) =h(s))1=s. Therefore, due to the regularityof the growth of fkh(s)kgs, we obtain that "�RI ;1 can be approximated, e.g., as(29) "�RI ;1 � �h(bRII=2c)� h(RII)�1=(RII�bRII=2c) for RII � RI ;providing a practical criterion to evaluate "�RI ;1 .The latter criterion may be better justi�ed by looking at the qualitative behaviour of"�RI ;RII as a function of RII , deduced by Theorem 1. The key remark is that the sequencear calculated via Lemma 3 tends to the inverse of the convergence radius in " of theHamiltonian in Kolmogorov's normal form. This suggests that "�RI ;1 should be evaluatedas "�RI ;1 = limRII!1 a �1RII . The qualitative behaviour of "�RI ;RII as a function of RII canbe guessed by looking at Theorem 1. Replacing in (27) the values of Z1 , Z2 and b�l givenby (28), one �nds that the dominant term in the ratio between a0 and aR�1 is of orderO(R1=R). Replacing this information in (26) one guesses(30) "�RI ;RII � a �1RII [C(RII + 1)�]�1=(RII+1) ;where C and � are some positive constants.Figures 1c and 1d show that "�RI ;RII , as rigorously given by the theorem, a �1RII andthe estimate of "�RI ;1 , given by the root criterion (29) seem to converge to the samelimit as RII ! 1 . In order to have a rough idea of the advantages provided by thesenumerical methods in terms of computational time, let us compare the root criterion9{6{1999



12 Improved estimates: : :

Figure 1. The growth of the sequence fkh(s)kgs is reported in Figure 1a. Recall thatkh(s)k is calculated directly from the Fourier expansion of h(s) for 0 � s � RI � 108 ,while the norm is estimated as described in section 2.2.1 for s > RI . In Figure 1c,the dependency of "�RI ;RII on RII is studied (where RI = 108). Symbol 4 denotesthe estimate of "�108;RII by the root criterion (see formula (29));  indicates 1=aRII ,where aRII is obtained by iteration of Lemma 3 up to RII ; � corresponds to the value"�108;RII provided by Theorem 1. Figures 1b and 1d are enlargements of Figures 1aand 1c, respectively.with the rigorous �nal threshold value given by our algorithm. The latter one needsabout 79 hours to calculate "�RI ;65535 . The computed value agrees within 1:2% with�" � (kh(bRII=2c)k = kh(RII)k)1=(RII�bRII=2c), with RII = 65535 ; on the other hand, just1000 iterations (i.e. 8 sec. of CPU{time) are enough for the root criterion to provide avalue in agreement with �" within 0:1%. 9{6{1999
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Figure 2. Plot of the ratio "�RI ;1="c(p5�12 ) as a function of RI . "�RI ;1 is estimatedby means of the root criterion (see formula (29), with RII = 1000).3.2 On the dependency on RIThe expansion in " of the normalized Hamiltonian can be calculated explicitely up toan order RI , usually not very large. Therefore, our method is in some sense more sensitiveto RI than to RII . The study of the dependency on RI may be useful in practical appli-cations. Let us see if we can predict up to which order we need to calculate the expansionof the normalized Hamiltonian in order to get good results on the KAM threshold.Figure 2 shows a regular plot of "�RI ;1 provided by the root criterion (29) versusRI ($) .We interpolate these values using the same asymptotic behaviour of (30), namely (sinceRI here is the independent variable)(31) "�RI ;1 � �A �1[ �C (RI + 1)��]�1=(RI+1) ;where �A , �C and �� are positive constants. In Figure 2, the solid curve represents the latterfunction, where the parameters �A , �C and �� are determined by a least squares �t. Denotingby �N the relative standard deviation of the best �t and by N the number of points, therelative error on �A is evaluated as �NpN � 2. This allows us to get an estimate (4) of thelimit threshold "�1;1, if the formal algorithm could be performed for an arbitrarily large($) The behaviour of the function "�RI ;1 is certainly dependent on the regularity of thecontinued fraction expansion of the frequency !. For this reason the method developed inthe present section cannot be extended to any frequency ! . However, one can expect goodpredictions at least when ! is of the type ! = [a0; : : : ; an�1; (an)1] (a0; :::; an 2 Z) andRI is large enough.(4) In the calculation of the best �t, we neglected the �rst three points, considered toonoisy. 9{6{1999



14 Improved estimates: : :number of steps; namely(32) "�1;1 � �A �1 � 0:0276 � 4� 10�4 :Since from our algorithm one gets a threshold "�RI ;RII < %(p5�12 ) (recall the de�nition (8)of the Lindstedt radius and the related discussion in the Introduction), the agreementbetween the asymptotic limit (32) and the numerical breakdown threshold (2) allows usto add a few remarks. First, the estimate (32) con�rms the expectation that the Lindstedtradius for the golden mean and for the periodically forced pendulum should coincide withthe breakdown threshold. Moreover, the extrapolation method outlined in this sectioncould be used to give a value of the Lindstedt radius for rotation frequencies having acontinued fraction expansion regular enough. Finally, the agreement between (32) and (2)leads us to conclude that spurious contributions due to technicalities should not have beenintroduced by our algorithm.4. ConclusionsWe have presented a constructive KAM algorithm based on the composition of Lie se-ries. Since the proof is computer{assisted, the interval arithmetic technique is implementedto get rid of the computer rounding errors. We have been able to prove the existence ofthe golden torus in the case of the forced pendulum for values of the perturbing param-eter " in agreement within 92% with the numerical expectation. This result represents asigni�cant improvement with respect to previous KAM estimates. In order to discuss thispoint we make reference to [7] and [8], where a similar calculation gave an estimate of thebreakdown threshold corresponding to the 70% of the numerical one.The improvement is mainly due to two technical elements, namely a) a more e�cientalgorithm for the expansions of the series and b) a better scheme of the estimates.As discussed in sect. 2.1 our algorithm is based on the construction of the Kolmogorov'snormal form for the Hamiltonian. The algorithm of [7] and [8] is based on an expansion ofthe equation (6) for the invariant torus in Lindstedt series. The latter approach seems tobe more direct, because it avoids all the machinery required by canonical transformations,generating functions and so on. However, the use of the Lie series method for canonicaltransformations turns out to be de�nitely more e�ective if expansions at high order arerequired. The reason is that Lindstedt's algorithm actually needs an inversion of series,which in turn requires O(r3) products of functions in order to perform the expansionup to order "r. Conversely, the Lie series method does not require inversion and can beimplemented with O(r2 log r) products of functions. Taking into account that the productis the most time{demanding operation, the better performance of the Lie series algorithmis evident. For a detailed discussion of this point see [17].Concerning the estimates, it is not easy to identify a particular point where our schemeis better. However, two remarks may be relevant. The �rst one concernes the qualitativebehaviour of the estimate as described in (30). The dependence of the estimate on RII ,and in particular the exponent 1=RII , make the use of iterative estimates particularlyadvantageous. The second remark is concerned with the use of the norm (19). Contrary tothe usual schemes we do not need to consider the extension of the functions to a complex9{6{1999



Celletti, A., Giorgilli, A. and Locatelli, U. 15domain. Such an extension usually introduces a further parameter � { the width of thedomain in the complex { that has a quite strong impact on the �nal estimates. On theother hand, this parameter � is completely arbitrary and it is not evident at all how tooptimize it. Since we have removed it, we do not need any optimization.We claim that our method could provide remarkable results also in more complicatedapplications of physical interest; in fact, though the algorithm has been developed for (1),it can be easily extended to a general case.A. The interval arithmeticsA computer can represent exactly a �nite set of numbers, which we denote as therepresentable set R. The content of interval arithmetics is to substitute any "real" num-ber r, with the smallest interval containing r and whose end{points are in R. Therefore,operations among numbers are replaced by operations among intervals.Let additions, subtractions, multiplications and divisions be denoted as elementary oper-ations. The result of an elementary operation does not belong to R, since the computerwill, in general, round such result. Let us denote by Up(a), Down(a) some upper andlower bounds on a, such that a 2 (Down(a); Up(a)). Elementary operations are thereforereplaced by operations between intervals as follows: if a 2 (a�; a+) and b 2 (b�; b+) wherea; b 2 R and a�; b� 2 R, thena+ b 2 (Down(a� + b�);Up(a+ + b+)) � (a�; a+) + (b�; b+) ;which de�nes the addition between intervals. The other elementary operations are treatedin the same way. Other functions, like logarithms, exponentials, trigonometric functionsetc., will be approximated by a �nite sequence of elementary operations, using a truncationof the Taylor series expansion and simple inequalities to estimate the remainder.In order to compute the upper and lower bounds on a representable number we proceed asfollows. Double precision arithmetics guarantees that the results of elementary operationsare exact up to the 16th decimal digit. To obtain Up(a) andDown(a) it su�ces to multiplythe number a by 1� �, where � is of the order of 10�16 and is computed according to theapproximation rules adopted by the machine.B. Recursive relations for constructing the Kolmogorov nor-mal formRecall that the Lie series of a generic function g is given by exp("rL�(r)1 ) g =P1j=0 "jrj! Lj�(r)1 g , where L�(r)1 � = f�(r)1 ; �g . In order to derive the explicit expressions ofthe functions f̂ (r;s)l appearing in (16), we collect all terms of order O("s) and degree l in9{6{1999



16 Improved estimates: : :p1 .
(33) f̂ (r;r)0 = L�(r)1 (!p1 + p2) + f (r�1;r)0 = 0 ;f̂ (r;r+m)0 = f (r�1;r+m)0 8 0 < m < r ;f̂ (r;2r+m)0 = 12L2�(r)1 h(m) + L�(r)1 f (r�1;r+m)1 + f (r�1;2r+m)0 8 0 � m < r ;f̂ (r;kr+m)0 = 12L2�(r)1 f (r�1;(k�2)r+m)2 + L�(r)1 f (r�1;(k�1)r+m)1 + f (r�1;kr+m)0 8 0 �m < r ; k � 3 ;f̂ (r;r+m)1 = L�(r)1 h(m) + f (r�1;r+m)1 8 0 � m < r ;f̂ (r;kr+m)1 = L�(r)1 f (r�1;(k�1)r+m)2 + f (r�1;kr+m)1 8 0 �m < r ; k � 2 ;f̂ (r;s)2 = f (r�1;s)2 8 s � r :Use (14) to get the generating function �(r)1 . In a similar way, one can derive the followingexpressions for the functions f (r;s)l appearing in (17):
(34) f (r;kr+m)0 = k�1Xj=0 1j!Lj�(r)2 f̂ (r;(k�j)r+m)0 8 0 �m < r ; k � 1 ;f (r;kr+m)1 = k�1Xj=0 1j!Lj�(r)2 f̂ (r;(k�j)r+m)1 8 0 < m < r ; k � 1 ;f (r;kr)1 = k � 1k! Lk�1�(r)2 f̂ (r;r)1 + k�2Xj=0Lj�(r)2 f̂ (r;(k�j)r)1 8 k � 1 ;f (r;kr+m)2 = 1k!Lk�(r)2 h(m) + k�1Xj=0 1j!Lj�(r)2 f̂ (r;(k�j)r+m)2 8 0 �m < r ; k � 1 :Use (15) to compute the generating function �(r)2 and set h(r) = f (r;r)2 .9{6{1999



Celletti, A., Giorgilli, A. and Locatelli, U. 17C. Iterative estimates on the norms of the truncated Hamil-toniansApplying repeatedly Lemma 1 and using equations (33), we get following relations:
(35)

f̂ (r;r)0 = 0 ;f̂ (r;r+m)0 = f (r�1;r+m)0  8 0 < m < r ;f̂ (r;2r+m)0 � �r X(r)+ ����(r)����2 h(m)+ �r X(r)+ ����(r)���� f (r�1;r+m)1 + f (r�1;2r+m)0  8 0 � m < r ;f̂ (r;kr+m)0 � �r X(r)+ ����(r)����2 f (r�1;(k�2)r+m)2 + �r X(r)+ ����(r)���� f (r�1;(k�1)r+m)1 + f (r�1;kr+m)0 8 0 �m < r ; k � 3 ;f̂ (r;r+m)1 � 2�r X(r)+ ����(r)���� h(m)+ f (r�1;r+m)1  8 0 � m < r ;f̂ (r;kr+m)1 � 2�r X(r)+ ����(r)���� f (r�1;(k�1)r+m)2 + f (r�1;kr+m)1 8 0 �m < r ; k � 2 ;hf̂ (r;r)1 i= 0 ;hf̂ (r;r+m)1 i� 2r X(r)h(m)+ hf (r�1;r+m)1 i 8 0 �m < r ; r > RI ;hf̂ (r;r+m)1 i� 2r X(r)h(m)+ 2 ����(r)��� hh(m)i+ hf (r�1;r+m)1 i8 RI=2 < r � RI ; RI � r < m < r ;hf̂ (r;s)1 i� f̂ (r;s)1  8 s � 2r ;f̂ (r;s)2 = f (r�1;s)2  8 s � r :9{6{1999



18 Improved estimates: : :Analogously, using again Lemma 1 and the equations (34), we get:
(36)

f (r;kr+m)0 � k�1Xj=0 Qj�1i=0 [(k � i� 1)r +m]j! �(r)2 j f̂ (r;(k�j)r+m)0 8 0 �m < r ; k � 1 ;f (r;r)1 = 0 ;f (r;kr+m)1 � k�1Xj=0 Qj�1i=0 [(k � i)r +m]j! �(r)2 j f̂ (r;(k�j)r+m)1 8 0 �m < r ; k � 1 ; kr +m > r ;hf (r;s)1 i� hf̂ (r;s)1 i 8 r � s < 2r ;hf (r;s)1 i� f (r;s)1  8 s � 2r ;f (r;kr+m)2 � Qk�1i=0 [(k � i+ 1)r +m]k! �(r)2 k h(m)+ k�1Xj=0 Qj�1i=0 [(k � i+ 1)r +m]j! �(r)2 j f̂ (r;(k�j)r+m)2 8 0 �m < r ; k � 1 :Finally, we need also the inequality kh(r)k � kf (r;r)2 k to complete the inductive argument.References[1] Arnold, V. I.: Proof of a theorem of A. N. Kolmogorov on the invariance of quasi{periodic motions under small perturbations of the Hamiltonian, Usp. Mat. Nauk,18, 13 (1963); Russ. Math. Surv., 18, 9 (1963).[2] Benettin, G., Galgani, L., Giorgilli, A. and Strelcyn, J. M.: A Proof of Kolmogorov'sTheorem on Invariant Tori Using Canonical Transformations De�ned by the Liemethod, Nuovo Cimento, 79, 201{223 (1984).[3] Berretti, A., Celletti, A., Chierchia, L., Falcolini, C.: Natural boundaries for area{preserving twist maps, J. Stat. Phys., 66, 1613, (1992).[4] Berretti, A. and Chierchia, L.: On the complex analytic structure of the goldeninvariant curve for the standard map, Nonlinearity, 3, 39{44, (1990).[5] Celletti, A.: Analysis of resonances in the spin{orbit problem in Celestial Mechanics:the synchronous resonance (Part I)., J. of App. Math. and Phys. (ZAMP), 41, 174(1990).[6] Celletti, A.: Analysis of resonances in the spin{orbit problem in Celestial Mechanics:higher order resonances and some numerical experiments (Part II)., J. of App.9{6{1999
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